
 

Associated Students of Boise State University
Executive Team Meeting

October 12th, 2020 6:00-8:00pm
Zoom Link: https://boisestate.zoom.us/j/91493409679   

Call In: +1 669 900 6833 or +1 253 215 8782
Meeting ID: 914 9340 9679

I. Call to Order 6:03 pm

II. Attendance
A. Angel Cantu (President), Cambree Kanala (Vice President), Sarah Smith 

(Administrative Director), Ryan Banks (Vice President of Inclusive 
Excellence), Kenneth Huston (Ethics Officer), Kayla Magana (Vice 
President of Student Organization Affairs), Bayley Bingham (Vice 
President of Academic Affairs), Cheyon Sheen (Government Relations 
Officer), Emily White (Communications Officer)

III. Old Business
A. Approval of Minutes

1. Meeting minutes from 10/5/2020
2. Cheyon motions to fast track the reading of the minutes. Kenneth 

seconds.
Approve: 7 Abstain: 0 Deny: 0

Approval of the minutes:
Approve: 7 Abstain: 0 Deny: 0

IV. New Business
A. Mid-Semester Check and Review with Charlie

1. Charlie touches base with the Executive team and checks in on 
everyone.

2. Charlie sends a survey and will follow up with Exec next week. 
Charlie also sent a team expectations sheet with 5 being high 1 
being low to analyze how we are doing on our team expectations. 
This will be used in the conversation next week.

V. Updates

https://boisestate.zoom.us/j/91493409679
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1aA0lI_4FIdAshJYftDAjG5xCN0z-UcTu/view?usp=sharing


A. Vice President of Academic Affairs
1.  Presided over my first Senate meeting. Relied on Kenneth i.e. 

“Ken” to fill in knowledge gaps where necessary. 
2. Could not make a planning meeting re: Golden Apples, but took 

part in an email thread with reference to the event.
a. Cambree - Why is this discussion starting now? The event 

is in April.
i. Bayley - I believe they just want to get a head start 

ironing things out.
b. Kenneth - The Deans Relation committee will be who will 

help you with that.
c. Angel - Is that all under Bayley’s jurisdiction?

i. Kenneth - We will be outlining all of the 
committees in my next code update. I would love to 
work with everyone who has a committee so that 
we can have all of the committee structure in code.

3. Set up bi-weekly advising with Charlie. 
B. Vice President of Student Organizational Affairs 

1. Two hearings are scheduled for this Wednesday. 
C. Administrative Director

1. Campus food pantry is hosting a mobile food pantry Tuesday from 
11am until 2pm. We are handing out 100 pre-packed boxes. If you 
are interested in volunteering, please click here to sign up!

2. Angel and Cambree - Can we figure out a way to do a digital 
signature that I can put on (with your approval) for any legislation? 
I would like to find a way to streamline the process so my Monday 
emails are not delayed.

a) Angel - Cambree, how do you do this?
(1) Cambree - I have a jpg of my signature that I copy 

and paste on it.
b) Angel - Sarah, when does the email go out?

(1) Sarah - 8am Monday morning
D. Government Relations Officer

1. Working on some paperwork to register us in All-In Democracy
2. Communicating with Boise State social media team to release 

some fun voting graphics that Emily made
a) Cambree - I had someone reach out about a social media 

voting campaign?
(1) Cheyon - The BroncoVote challenge was 

participation on social media to educate people on 
that. I did not continue with this challenge because 
the bill would not have been the way I presented it 
and I did not feel right doing that so I decided to 
focus more on the graphics.

(2) Angel - How many people are on that committee?
(a) Cheyon - 5 or 6 

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1ml23wnu2L0lBs5HBGsyYcmDMJeyhPHO_aq1gDyE5_w0/edit?usp=sharing


(3) Bayley - With the on-campus voting tomorrow, 
which students can vote? just Idaho residents or any 
student who comes to campus for the semester?

(a) Cheyon - Ada County residents
3. Sustainability committee received about $470 from the Bronco 

Shop for the sustainability center that will be in the Sub.
4. Reached out to Ryann and Hanna about possible funding options 

for the Resilience Room. 
a) Ryann - It looks like Hanna is going to focus on the 

PonyUp and then the collaboration would happen in 2-4 
weeks. If you have the capacity, please continue to check in 
with Hanna.

E. Vice President of Inclusive Excellence
1. Ryann — Tribal Lands Project is moving forward and we have 

been contacted by 5+ indigenous community members that are 
interested in working with the students on this project. We will 
start constructing criteria, call for proposals , etc starting these next 
2 weeks. 

2. Hailey — Wrote a bill to propose to ASBSU in a week or two 
regarding funding for the Tribal Lands Project

3. Amanda — Starting a ongoing project with Kalle around 
Sustainability and Environmental Racism Education 

4. We voted in a new Assembly Member
a) Cambree - Since code has been ratified, IESC is good with 

4 reps right?
(1) Ryann - I believe so but Kenneth can you confirm 

this?
(2) Kenneth - Yes this is correct

5. Chey is currently trying to collaborate with IESC to create a bill to 
assist funding with the Resiliency Room

6. Kenneth - If you want to make the IESC committee meeting during 
the IESC regularly scheduled meeting you are more than welcome 
to.

a) Ryann - Hailey has been really good about staying on top 
of things and has not said anything about capacity 
limitations so we will stay the same for now until 
something comes up. I do have concerns that we would not 
have the capacity to do our IESC meetings and committee 
meetings at the same time. I want you all to know that the 
work IESC attempts to get done takes a lot longer and that 
is just one of my insights that I have noticed.

b) Bayley - I know you referenced this before but can you 
explain performists and how this all fits into white 
supremacy?

(1) Ryann - White supremacy is interesting but I will 
say this. We all have to accept that we are upholding 



white supremacy and we are all performists in our 
roles. I think the work we do is amazing and 
provides a voice but we all need to understand that 
we do uphold white supremacy. I think our work 
here is performative. If you come off aggressive 
you will see it in my face I won’t hide that. If you 
have any questions just hit me up in my email and I 
can support you in this process. 

c) Kenneth - I think the IESC committee is essential to 
connect IESC with representatives who have connections 
with broader entities. Whatever education can be given in 
these committees could make huge strides and I do not 
think we should dissolve the committee.

(1) Ryann - If it is done right it can be beautiful and if it 
is done wrong it can be useless. I will continue to 
consult IESC and ensure that we are creating a 
culture where IESC is positive. I don’t think we 
should dissolve it at all. 

(2) Angel - I agree since we are all split in our 
branches. I was just thinking that I want it to be up 
to IESC but wanted to know if something needed to 
be changed

F. Communications Officer
1. Newsletter is posted on the website! A post on social media about 

it will be posted by the time this meeting occurs.
2. Don’t forget about headshots this week on Wednesday from 3-

4:15PM. Please drop in the ASBSU office sometime during those 
hours.

a) Emily - Do we want to try and coordinate outfits?
(1) Angel - Black Boise State gear? What do you all 

think?
(2) Emily - My thought was just leaving it open but I 

am open to coordinating it.
(3) Cambree - Last year we coordinated because we 

took a group photo. I am open to anything
(4) Angel - I think it is helpful for students to see us 

express ourselves so I think by dressing in our style 
that that would be cool even if it isn’t professional

(5) Emily and Chey agree. 
3. IESC social media takeover is this week.

G. Ethics Officer
1. I will be taking time this week for some self care. I’ll be attending 

the required meetings, but outside of that I don’t foresee myself 
being too active.

2. Code updates on the website will be published next week when I 
am at capacity to do them



3. Amy Jaguari will serve as an advisor to JFAC for legal questions-- 
like America to Funding Board

a) Angel - They can both be there?
(1) Kenneth - They will both do their best to always be 

there but they will always make sure someone is 
there.

b) Angel - I hope they don’t mind the meetings getting 
cancelled last minute

(1) Kenneth - As long as they are on a calendar invite 
and are notified of any cancellations

4. I will be (afternoon 10/12) meeting with Gina from Assembly, 
Terrell and Cambree to discuss a potential for more involvement 
Greek Life can have with ASBSU.

a) Angel - I thought we had IFC and Panhellenic council
(1) Kenneth - This would be a council that bridges the 

gap between both of those and Terrell. It would be 
more oversight of Greek life

5. I’ll get in touch with Cambree and Angel about the appointment of 
a differing abilities rep on assembly following Resolution #01

a) Angel - I thought the point was to appoint someone to 
represent all disabled?

(1) Kenneth - Yes. Seth mentioned he is enthusiastic 
about the position and would be honored to serve in 
that position. We can either appoint Seth or put out 
an application.

H. Vice President
1. Nominating an individual with a disability to sit on Assembly- any 

suggestions on departments to reach out to? 
a) I am planning on emailing EAC but would love any other 

ideas!
b) Kenneth - EAC told me to talk with Francisco and then 

Francisco told me it would be the Director of the EAC.
(1) Angel - Wait for what
(2) Kenneth - For the Assembly position. If someone 

thinks there is a better department then we can more 
than accommodate that.

(3) Angel - So the Director of EAC is going to sit on 
the Assembly?

(a) Cambree - No they will appoint someone.
c) Kenneth - Wendy also agreed to be the advisor for this 

position.
d) Angel - Instead of letting EAC appoint, I think they should 

nominate someone so that we don’t give them that power. I 
think it would be good to have them nominated from an 
application process.

(1) Kenneth - Angel, you have the power to appoint to 



non-existing positions like you did for ROTC.
(2) Cambree - EAC is just a way to get that information 

out to students. They would still fill out an 
application.

(3) Angel - I just wanted to make sure the EAC did not 
pick someone who we might not agree with. 
However the process works I will appoint whoever 
we decide on.

e) Ryann - Typically when we appoint students from a 
marginalized community, tokenization typically happens so 
it would be awesome to also have conversations with the 
individual so that we can avoid tokenization and ask them 
how we can better educate ourselves to support them. There 
needs to be a process. IESC may also be interested in 
coming and talking about that. 

(1) Cambree - Assembly brought this up in discussion 
because a student was harmed so how can we better 
educate folks about differing abilities. I really 
appreciate that you brought that up and I agree that 
that conversation would be helpful.

f) Angel - Since we don’t get to vote on legislation can we 
hold off on signing it so that we can review it before 
Cambree and I sign it?

(1) Kenneth - We have to communicate the minutes in 
our certain amount of time and since the exec does 
not have voting power there is not really a reason to 
hold it back.

(2) Angel - Don’t they need us to sign it though
(a) Cambree - Yes but we cannot amend 

resolutions 
(b) Sarah - The agendas are posted ahead of 

time so there is time to review any 
legislation before it is passed and then 
concerns can be addressed ahead of time. I 
do not want to continue to send these emails 
out late because it is expected that they will 
be sent out Monday morning at 8am

(c) Kenneth - Exec can come out and make a 
statement if they do not agree with 
something.

(3) Angel - I thought that our check was to be able to 
veto legislation by not signing it.

(a) Kenneth - Our veto power comes by 
inaction. Exec is responsible for carrying out 
legislation. The chairs of the assembly and 
senate do not have to bring anything to the 



floor if they do not want to.
2. Committee meetings this week see y'all there! Every Assembly 

member is only sitting on one committee now so your numbers 
may change now.

I. President
1. The Law Enforcement Services Committee met last Tuesday. After 

briefing the new committee members on the work done over the 
summer by the original committee, the three subcommittees 
(Research, Survey, Listening) started getting to work on our own 
respective responsibilities. The Listening subcommittee I am a part 
of is developing a strategy to gather as much broad feedback as 
possible from the community through a town hall. Em, who is also 
a part of this subcommittee, offered to provide a list of BIPOC 
groups/organizations that we will be reaching out to and allowing 
their specific opinions and concerns to be heard through either a 
survey or a live listening session over zoom.

2. The University Strategic Steering Committee is still hoping to 
gather more student feedback. Dr. Finstuen, Dr. Hansen, and 
myself will be developing a digital survey that we can then send to 
all of our ASBSU members. This will hopefully allow everyone to 
give their honest opinion without the fear of judgement they may 
feel in a large Zoom session.

3. In the summer I was invited to join a longtime discussion between 
the University and the SouthEast Neighborhood Association 
(SENA). This discussion included residents and landowner in this 
area, City of Boise councilmembers, as well as two individuals 
from the Boise State Capital Planning and Space management 
department. Although there was a previous 5-year master plan 
designed by the University in 2014 that extends the University’s 
SW boundary from University Drive to Boise Ave., SENA and 
some city officials opposed this aggressive encroachment by the 
University which has led to this facilitated discussion between the 
multiple stakeholders. In our latest meeting earlier today, in a 
discussion about what this neighborhood should be utilized for, 
most of the stakeholders agreed to prioritize housing for Staff and 
Faculty, I suggested we prioritize offering near-by, affordable 
housing to students because unlike staff and faculty, a large portion 
of students don’t own vehicles, can’t work full-time, are in extreme 
debt, and most are from out of state. The counter to my argument 
was that students get to utilize on-campus housing unlike Staff and 
faculty. I immediately mentioned how we have consistently filled 
every bed on campus leaving a lot of students to look for private 
housing option near-by, which are not very affordable and very 
competitive and because a lot of students don’t have vehicles they 
don’t have the means to live further from campus like staff and 
faculty do. I was open to finding a compromise but it seemed like 



in this specific conversation all of the stakeholders but me were 
okay with leaving students out of the list of prioritized populations 
for this neighborhood. Drew Alexander, the Capital Assets and 
Development manager, however, told me the University is working 
on different housing options for students. I will be meeting with 
him at some point in the next few weeks to discuss it.

a) Sarah - When did these discussions start? This is the first 
time I have heard about it

(1) Angel - First meeting was July
b) Emily - So this project has not moved forward because of 

the neighborhood?
(1) Angel - No they have the funds to acquire new 

space and I wonder where that money is coming 
from but I think space is important for students

c) Bayley - It looks like a lot of isolated property squares. 
What is that?

(1) Angel - I think the University just took parcels of 
land when they could. Some parcels of land are just 
grass fields and this could be used to help students. 
I think most of the ones near Lincoln field were just 
flattened. 

(2) Bayley - So they are trying to work with these 
landowners now instead of just taking the land?

(a) Angel - Yeah. I don’t know if that means 
that they do not want to expand the 
University at all or if they are just trying to 
work with the neighbors. Right now I think 
that the University is trying to see how far 
they can go and the residents do not want 
them in that neighborhood. I’m sorry I 
didn’t share this originally but I thought the 
meetings were over. We will meet again but 
I am not sure when.

(3) Kenneth - We do need to grow and maybe explore 
expanding in different directions. What if we did 
expand into the park and then finance a park 
somewhere else?

(a) Angel - I think there would be more 
backlash for that than from the 
neighborhood. Satellite locations may work 
but we would have to expand our 
transportation services. 

(4) Emily - I think that growing into that neighborhood 
will be the "cleanest" way to do it. however, I am 
not sure what the appropriate strategy would be to 
make sure that all stakeholders (the university and 



the neighbors) are satisfied.
VI. Open Floor / Announcements

A. Sarah - Tomorrow is Mobile Food pantry day so spread the word!
VII. Meeting Adjourned 7:54 pm 


